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1We Are The Change, a new campaign to support Youth in Lebanon

By June 2020, Jafra Foundation embarked upon a new campaign to support and 
empower Youth in Lebanon.
We Are The Change is designed to celebrate the contribution that young people 
are making in our communities and inspire other young people to join them and 
change our world for the better.

You can see the activities of the campaign and contact us on:
https://www.facebook.com/WeAreTheChange.lb/



2

After 3 months of absence due to the COVID19 crisis, Jafra center in South 
Damascus has resumed receiving the students in the education program. 
The center has resumed the educational program sessions to support the students 
to pass their exams, in addition to complete preparations for the child summer 
club and for the vocational trainings. 

Jafra Resumes Its Activities In South Damascus



3Training for Parents on Caring Their Children

Through its centers in Syria, Jafra held a training on the parental care. 
The training lasted for a month as parents were introduced to the key tips to 
overcome challenges they face in securing the best care to children and create a 
healthy family environment.



4Pre-Examination Sessions For Students

As final examination in Syria has started, Jafra centers held pre-exams sessions 
run by competent educational cadre to reflect on the key tips for a good 
preparation for the tests and achieving notable results. 



5Creative Writing Workshop In Greece

Creative writing course is held at Bab Al-Shams center in Athens with
the participation of 10 migrants and refugees.
The course is entitled “yala naktob” Which aims to empowering and supporting
the youth who are willing to develop their writing skills through an intensive
training course for a month.
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After months of suspension due to COVID19 crisis, Jafra centers in Syria and
Lebanon have started receiving the beneficiaries’ requests to enroll at the
educational programs and summer clubs. 
We are keen to full commitment to the safety and protection procedures to 
avoid any health risks to the students. 
v
For further details see the link below:
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/

Registration To Educational Program, Summer Camps



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

